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The job interview is a staged and contrived event – a prizefight with padded gloves and no hitting below  

the belt.  As the candidate, you are the underdog given a once-in-a-lifetime shot at the Champ – the  

Heavyweight Hiring Authority of the World you want to join. If you expect to make it past the first round, it  

will take training, a stiff jab, punching power, and a strong defense.  If you expect to take the Champ’s  

Title, you have to score points and win rounds – only in Hollywood can a bloodied, wobbly-legged Rocky  

Balboa land the twelfth round haymaker that wins the fight. 

 

Training – Prepare to Be Great 

 

It doesn’t matter how good you think you are, step into the Interview ring without having trained for the  

bout and you might as well be wearing a blindfold.  The Champ is not a piñata you can flail at until job  

candy falls from the sky; he’s got an overhand right that either hands you a paycheck or knocks you out.   

Do your roadwork and shadow box, use a sparring partner if you have one.  Prepare to be great and you  

will be great. 

 

Do you know anything about the Champ’s strengths and weaknesses?  If you are working with a recruiter,  

ask him/her.  Google.  Use ZoomInfo.  Find anyone that knows him/her and call.  Find out anything you  

can.  Could you not find much?  Study the company.  Understand their culture, their history.  It is very  

likely that he/she will reflect those qualities.  Be prepared for that personality type, but don’t assume – the  

culture companies publicize is not always the reality.  Talk to competitors, partners, and customers.  This  

is the roadwork that is going to carry you through round after round, one opponent after another, until  

you win the Title. 

 

Shadow boxing helps you defeat your own worst enemy – yourself.  Practice answering the typical  

interview questions.  Rehearse how you describe yourself and your accomplishments.  You’ll not only see  

how your punches land, you’ll see any holes in your defense, and have a sense for how your opponent  

responds. 

 

Spar with a friend.  He’ll be a better judge of the power in your punch, and will surprise you with his own  

tactics.  Are you focused on one single employer?  Prepare by sparring with a few other employers as  

you get in shape for that championship bout. 

 

Keep Your Jab in the Champ’s Face 

 



As any boxing judge will tell you, a stiff jab scores points.  You want to score more points than the other  

17 candidates, on average, interviewing for any position.  At every opportunity in the interview, you want  

to “jab” the Champ with an accomplishment, character trait, or past experience that makes you uniquely  

qualified for the position. 

 

Do not use the jab to test the Champ’s jaw.  No fighter has ever been knocked out by a jab, but many  

fights have been won using a stiff jab.  The secret is to keep sticking your attributes right in the Champ’s  

face, over and over.  Every answer should include a jab. Everything about you should be a jab – your  

posture, energy, attitude, and attire.  Jab him with a firm handshake, shined shoes, minty breath, and  

recent haircut. 

 

Power Punches Win Rounds 

 

The jab sets up your power punch.  You look good.  You have the qualities they seek, and the right  

attitude.  Throw that right hand.  Knock the Champ down with a power punch, and you win that round. 

 

Power punches are statements that confirm your VALUE.  These responses provide very specific and  

exact answers that leave no questions about your ability and the return the employer will receive on an  

investment in you.  Describe successful projects to which you contributed, and how your contribution  

made the success possible.  Cite statistics documenting your contribution.  Clearly describe your  

background and experience in terms that relate to their business and the opportunity.  Demonstrate that  

you have been a valuable employee and will, undoubtedly, be a valuable employee for their firm. 

 

If you’ve jabbed properly, your power punches will nail the Champ on the nose. 

 

Keep Your Guard Up – Don’t Be Caught Flat-Footed 

 

If you’ve been jabbing and punching properly, you’re scoring points and winning rounds.  Nothing can  

stop you from advancing to the next interview – unless you let your guard down and get hit with a  

haymaker you didn’t see coming.  Here are a few defensive strategies: 

 

Do your research.  You must visit the company's web site.  Have a clear understanding of the firm, their  

market, and their competitors. 

 

Always take notes.  You appear more professional, and are better prepared for the next interview. 

 

Write down a number of questions to ask.  You should ask at least two, but several will probably be  

answered in the course of the interview.  Your questions should be positive and allow the hiring authority  

to speak highly of the company. 

 

Discuss the specific position for which you are being interviewed.  Ask about the previous person in the  

position, how they were successful or what made them fail. 

 

I mentioned attire earlier.  If possible, find out the acceptable level of dress – standards have become  



flexible in the last decade.  When in doubt, elevate your attire. 

 

If you are using a recruiter, ask about any “quirks" of the interviewer.  What is important to one  

interviewer may not be to another. 

 

Taking It to the Scorecards 

 

Congratulations!  You’ve made it through a twelve round interview with the Champ.  You bobbed and  

weaved; you “floated like a butterfly and stung like a bee.”  Sticking the jab and landing the power  

punches won you round after round; now the final bell has rung and you await the decision.  Right?  

Wrong.  You have to ask for this decision.  It’s your last chance to influence the judges. 

 

Should you jump on the ropes and roar “I’m the Greatest,” or act the strong silent type?  You’re going to  

have to make that decision on the spot.  Definitely, express your interest in the position and your desire  

to move forward.  Never leave an interview without knowing the next step in the process.  How far you  

escalate your interest level from there depends on the job and the interviewer.  A Sales candidate, for  

instance, should try to “close the deal” with most hiring authorities.  Project Managers would want to “plan  

and schedule” the next interview.  Interviewing with a HR person versus the final hiring authority might call  

for less enthusiasm.  Or it will be the complete opposite; each interviewer is different.  Be prepared for all  

situations, assess the interviewer, and err on the side of “more enthusiastic” when in doubt. 

 

The Rubdown After the Fight 

 

Finding a great job in a tight job market is a fight.  You are going to have to slug it out against stout  

competition and even the Winner gets hit a few times.  Train hard.  Stick those jabs and land the power  

punches.  Drop your guard, and they’ll knock you down.  Get back up, because you’re too good to lose. 

 

Any similarity between finding a job and boxing ends there.  The reality is that the job seeker is not going  

to win most fights whereas a fighter can’t lose too many.  You are likely to interview with several  

companies before finding a job.  Yes, you must interview very well, as we discussed above.  But you must  

interview often.  Read my other articles to learn how to conduct a ‘massive’ job search and “Good Luck”  

in your job search. 

 

Dr. Anthony (Tony) Beshara is the nation's #1 recruiter and author of an acclaimed book on career  

success, The Job Search Solution.  He has appeared on numerous television and radio programs as an  

industry expert including The Dr. Phil Show.  Contact Tony at tony@babich.com, or visit his web site at  

www.thejobsearchsolution.com. 


